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Interior designer Erin McKenna worked
with the DeCamps to select the Thayer
Coggin sectional, the Tufenkian rug and the
custom-made milpa wood-topped coffee-
table from KDR Showrooms.Opposite: Blue
leather club chairs are from Lee Industries.
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modern
country

a shawnee couple takes a home

from knotty pine to knockout
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In the limestone-paved foyer, a wall of glass surrounds the tall entry
door.Opposite: The house overlooks the DeCamps acreage.
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Cary and Pam DeCamp have long-time ties to Shawnee.

Cary’s family moved to the area in the mid-’70s. When

Cary and Pam moved back to Kansas City more than

10 years ago, they settled their fam-

ily there as well. “It was instantly

home,” Pam says. But when their

daughter fell in love with horses

and riding, the family began to look

for a house that would fill all their

needs: space for the horses, room

to entertain and something near

Cary’s work.

“The house was just seven years

old when we bought it,” Cary says.

“We liked the architecture and

it’s well-built. But inside there

was a lot of knotty pine. The

whole house was knotty pine—

the kitchen, the bathrooms. It

was the first thing we wanted

to change.”

The couple hired the late Benjamin Sundermeier, who had an

easy nature and a modern take on classic interiors. “Ben under-

stood what we wanted to do,” says Cary.

“He understood ‘modern country’ and liked the contrast of

the natural elements of steel, wood and stone,” Pam agrees. “I

kept saying, ‘I don’t want knotty pine, but I want it to be a country

house.’ Ben got that.”

Design Tip

An abundance of

natural wood used in

the floors, cabinets,

columns and beams

creates a warmth and

a tie to the rural set-

ting, while the stains

and finishes commu-

nicate a high level of

sophistication.
sTyle Tip

A strong use of

neutrals in inter-

esting textures

creates a natural

transition to the

landscape beyond

the windows.

“I travel a lot to Europe and see how good they are about
incorporating modern into their old spaces. Our place
wasn’t old, but I wanted to use organic material to create a
feeling that it’s been around a long time.”

CaryDeCamp
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Design Tip

The linear steel

rods of the railings

both inside and out

echo the fencing

on the property.
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Style tip

With a neutral

backdrop, arrest-

ing art takes cen-

ter stage. The

DeCamps make a

point to buy when

they travel, so their

pieces are person-

al and sentimental.

Opposite: A neutral palette lets the gorgeous
wooded landscape shine. This page: In the
dining room, a custom-made dining table
from Wray’s Woodworking is surrounded by
Cassina Italian leather chairs.



Working with contractor Kurt Ellenberger, they raised the

sunken living room so that the first floor was all on one level. All

also agreed that the staircase in the entry needed reconfiguring.

“We designed a lot as the project developed,” says Cary. “It was

not efficient, but it worked for us. There’s a time to be structured,

but in this project we let it evolve. It was right for this house.”

Before the project was complete, Sundermeier passed away, and

his associate, Erin McKenna, stepped in to take over the project. “We

were so lucky she was on-board and knew everything that was going

on,” says Pam. While Sundermeier had visualized the structural chang-

es, McKenna assisted the DeCamps with the interiors.

Besides the reconfiguration of the first floor, they enhanced two

bedrooms upstairs for their daughters and created a home office for

Cary. The house is wired so nearly everything—lighting, sound, secu-

rity, even curtains—can be controlled through the couple’s phones.

S e e Mod e r n Coun t r y on P a g e 138 .

P ho to S Con t i n u e t h ro ug h P a g e 137 .

“I love that we feel so isolated but that I’m
still five minutes from the grocery store.”

PamDeCamp
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Design Tip

Large windows devoid

of mullions connect

inside and out.

These pages: Two views of the kitchen. A walnut-wood custom-made oval island is the kitchen’s centerpiece. Cambria
counters (“Super thin to keep it really sleek,” says McKenna) top both the island and the surrounding cabinets.
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In the master bath, an Oly chandelier hangs
above the Bain tub. Honed limestone floor tiles
are from International Materials of Design.
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Creative details abound in the home’s redesign.

1. The pergola above the deck outside the master bedroom reflects

branch-like shadows from cut-out metal panels that overlay some

of the sections.

2. Asian-inspired sliding doors separate the master bedroom from

the public spaces on the first floor.

3. A series of jumbo drumshades tucked in-between the structural

beams lead down the corridor on the second floor.
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BOOK

The

Cabinetry

Profile Cabinet & Design

913-492-5057

profilecabinet.com

Contractor

Kurt Ellenberger Construction

913-341-4551

Custom Furniture

KDR Showrooms

913-859-0400

kdrshowrooms.com

Wray’sWoodworking

785-255-4644

Interior Design

Erin McKenna Design

913-707-5403

erinmckennadesign.com

Metalwork

Austin’s IronWorks

816-454-7736

austinironworks.com

Tile

International Materials of Design

913-383-3383

imdtile.com

Con t i n u e d f r om P a g e 134
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Outside they’ve added a barn for the horses,

a pool and a pool house. It is the perfect

combination of country and technology.

The couple is thrilled with the fin-

ished product. “I wanted the house to

have a sense of permanence. I wanted

it to feel solid. I wanted it to be relevant

100 years from now,” says Cary. Pam,

who credits her husband with being the

visionary for the project, says, “There’s

not one thing I’d change.” Though this

year she has added chickens to the mix.

“I’m trying not to get too attached, but

I’m not sure that’s working.”

In the powder room, a back-lit, floating mir-
ror offsets the walnut-paneled walls.
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